DECLARATION OF QUALIFICATION FROM OSH, FS AND EVACUATING FROM THE PREMISES FOR EXERCISES IN THE YEAR THE STUDENT IS IN

The below signed __________________________, student of year ________, study programme ______________________, enrolment number ________________

by signing this declaration I hereby confirm that I am acquainted with the dangers and work-related hazards, with the most suitable way of working, with all security measures I need to obey during exercises, with the instructions on working safely, the rules that are valid in laboratories, the personal safety equipment I need to use during the exercises, risk assessment and all required information originating from security and health at work regulations.

I have also been acquainted with fire safety measures, the contents of the UL FE fire regulations and all required information derived from fire safety regulations.

I undertake to obey all given instructions and measures and diligently use personal safety equipment. I shall inform the head of the exercise about any noted irregularity or deficiency that would endanger the safety. I also confirm that I have been acquainted with the course of laboratory exercises and the potential dangers that are present during their execution.

Ljubljana, date: ______________

Signature: __________________________